
TRICYCLE CCORTESORTES

The tricycle with 
a unique design

We look at individual cyclists and their needs and 
want to match them as well as possible. This 
way, we continuously innovate and optimize our 
bikes, so that your bike is equipped with the best 
materials and optimum comfort. The Cortes, for 
example, is light in weight, has a radius of action 
of 75 kilometres and is equipped with an 
individually adjustable suspension. 

The bike is also easy to maintain, has tough Big 
Ben anti-puncture tires and the lightning control 
can be served by the display on the steering 
wheel. The Cortes tricycle is equipped with 
individually adjustable suspension for optimum
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Are you looking for a bike that gives you stability and a safe feeling with a modern design? 
All this comes together in the Cortes. In collaboration with renowned seat specialists, a 
unique seat has been developed for optimum riding comfort. This makes getting on and off 
very easy, especially in combination with the low entry step-up. The smooth riding tricycle 
can also be adjusted to your wishes and circumstances. In addition, various accessories are 
available. It is a three-wheel bike which you can be proud to ride around on!

The most powerful lightweight tricycle in its class

driving comfort and even better road 
holding.

Optimal seating comfort with an ergonomic 
seat. Large radius of action (75 km).

Equipped with Shimano STEPS mid-engine.

Can hold up to 150 kg.

10-year warranty on the frame and the 
front fork*.

take a 
free

testride!

TRICYCLE CCORTESORTES

The tricycle with 
a unique design

* Register your Huka bike once via www.huka.nl/en/warranty and get a 10 year
   warranty on the frame and front fork. Standard you get a 5 year warranty on these
   parts and 2 years on other components (with the exception of wear sensitive parts).



Technical specifications Cortes

Lengte in mm 2065

Width in mm 785

Weight in kg 48

Crank length in mm 170

Length inner leg in mm 670-950

Length inner leg in mm* 600-670

Entry height frame in mm (H) 360

Tire size front in inch/ ETRTO 24 x 1,75/ 55-507

Tire size front in inch/ ETRTO
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Electrical support
The tricycle is standard equipped 
with electrical support (Shimano 
STEPS middle engine), a parking 
brake, front hand brake, hydraulic 
disc brakes at the rear, a low 
entry level and a safety lock (AXA 
solid).

Support & special adjustments
Do you have specific needs to be 
able to cycle optimally? We can 
make specific adjustments to 
your bike. Your special need is a 
challenge for us! 

Want to make your Cortes even 
more personal?  That is possible! 
We can make the Cortes in any 
desired RAL colour for you.

Maximum load in kg 150

12 x 1,75/ 55-406

The 10 most important specifications 

Accessories & options
The Cortes can be equipped with 
various accessories and options. 
Do you want a swivel driver 
seat, a butterfly model 
handlebar or a drive direction 
signal set? Different options are 
possible. That is no problem for 
us! View the options via our 
website or inquire via your 
supplier.

Colors
The Cortes tricycle comes 
standard in the following colours:

• Matt black (RAL9005)
• Sparkle grey (RAL7040)

About Huka
Developed in Oldenzaal, we have 
been producing bikes that make a 
difference in the world of riders for 
more than 40 years. Your mobility, 
independence and freedom is our 
passion. With a committed team, 
we provide a wide collection of 
innovative bicycles and other 
means of transport with Dutch 
design. You want to learn more 
about the Cortes and our 
assortment? Give us a call or visit 
our website! 


